OneSearch Tips
from your
MCC Librarians

- Use keywords not natural language (the way you speak). (Natural language works with Siri but not here.)

- Use **AND** to narrow and **OR** to expand your search. (No need for caps)

- Don’t use **too many** keywords, especially when using AND.
  - Example: sugar AND “American diet”
    - **Not:** candy AND sugar AND research AND “American diet” AND “refined sugar”

- Use quote marks to search for exact wording.
  - Examples: “attention deficit disorder” “mobile devices” “Black Lives Matter”
    “helicopter parents” and anxiety (**But not:** “helicopter parents and anxiety”)

- Improve your results with limiters such as **date**, **type of publication** or **peer reviewed**.

- If you see **Request this item through interlibrary loan** it means we do not have access to this here. However, MCC Library staff can usually get this from another library if you fill out your contact information on the linked form.

  **Full Text Finder** means full text should be available online. Click on link. Ask a librarian for help if the full text does not load.

- **Keep track of your sources!** Cut and paste provided citations or permalinks into a Word document, for example. Or email the article to yourself. The url won’t always get you back to the source! You need stable urls or **permalinks**. (Ask us about permalinks!)

**MCC Librarians will happily help you find credible + relevant resources.**

Call, text or email us or just stop in to the MCC Library.

library.mccnh.edu/home
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